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• More money means more success?!

(Do you agree or disagree)



Money

Success

Happiness

Resources

Expensive

Budget

Cheap

EarnJob



Listen to the underlined words/idioms. 

Can you match them with their definitions?

1) It seems as if everything costs an arm and a leg these days.

2) It’s hard to make ends meet when you don’t have a job.

3) Ahmed lost his job last month, and now he is broke.

4) We only buy the things we really need because we have a tight 
budget.

5) With her two jobs, Sara has an income of $3500 a month.

6) You should try not to spend more money than you earn.

7) He had to drop out of the race when he injured his foot.



Wordwall Vocabulary:

https://wordwall.net/resource/20845398




1. Jeff has a problem with (his job / his college studies / his budget).

2. This is the (first / second / third) time Jeff has asked for his father’s help. 

3. His father suggests that Jeff (leaves the band / works more hours / quits his job).

4. Jeff considers (dropping out of school / getting a second job / quitting the band). 

5. Jeff probably feels (satisfied / calm / frustrated) at the end of the conversation.

How do you think  Jeff and his father’s  

conversation will go?





• Micro lending : is the provision of small, low-interest loans to low-
income individuals and groups. 

• Loan : an amount of money that is borrowed ,often from a bank ,and 
has to be paid back ,usually together with an extra amount of money 
that you have to pay as a charge for borrowing.
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Objectives 

1- to learn about 

words associated 

with making money

2- to use the new 

words in context 

correctly. 

3- To 
understand 
words out of 
context using 
abbreviations 

n



1.start-up

2. pay/back

3. donations

4. Underprivileged

5. industry

6. mission

7. eligible

8. sustainable

9. profit

10. entrepreneur
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What is an 

abbreviation abbreviation : a shortened form of a word or phrase.

1. i.e. = that is/in other words; 2. e.g. = for example 



Objectives 

1- to learn about 

words associated 

with making money

2- to use the new 

words in context 

correctly. 

3- To 
understand 
meaning out of 
context using 
abbreviations
And part of 
speech 
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Part of Speech Context Clue 

1- lift = verb  out of poverty

2-grants = noun rather than loans

3. invest = verb back into their community

4-ills =noun lack of health care and lack of education 

5- compulsion = noun some irrational desire that we can’t control

Answer Key 

P.6



Ambition Ambitious 

Intelligence

Cleverness

Intelligent
Clever

Managemen

t

Good

manager/leader
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1. Entrepreneurs are people who start a completely new business or industry.

2. A good example is Jeff Bezos who founded Amazon.com.

3. Characteristics of entrepreneurs are: They have vision; They are not afraid to take 

risks.



If you run your own business, 

what kind of business would it 

be? Why?


